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testing in determining the usefulness and safety of a new drug. This
section provides orientation for the uninitiated. The excellent section on
controlled clinical trials indicates the hard work and attention to detail
which must go into their planning and conduct if subsequent mishaps are
not to lead to great waste of effort. It points out the importance of defining.
the disease to be studied and of establishing criteria for measuring response
to therapy which are reproducible and generally acceptable. It indicates
that the aim of controlled testing is comparison, not necessarily with a
placebo, but often better with an accepted modality. It discusses the
randomization of treatment groups, blind procedures, the number of
patients necessary to give significant results and the conditions in which
cooperative ventures involving several institutions may be necessary. In
the last section, panels of clinicians, each with its biostatistician, attempt to
plan clinical trials in relation to particular diseases.
It seems to the reviewer that this symposium was of great value to the
participants and to others who contemplate trial of therapy in neurological
disease. The need for controlled testing is great, the reward small. If the
symposium stimulates only a few competent workers to do or promote
proper clinical trials, it will have been well worth while.
PAUL LAVIETES
GENETICS: GENETIC INFORMATION AND THE CONTROL OF PROTEIN
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION. Transactions of the first conference, October
1959. H. Eldon Sutton, Ed., New York, Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation
Publications, 1960. 229 pp. Illus. $6.
This is a direct transcript of the first in a series of annual invitational
conferences on Genetics sponsored by the Macy Foundation. It had as its
underlying theme the following "dogma": "A DNA code specifies an
RNA code which determines the amino acid sequence of a particular pro-
tein" (p. 177). According to Cyrus Levinthal, ". . . . the reason we call
this [a] 'dogma' is that it depends on personal bias, not logic" (p. 107).
Three discussion sessions were held. The first which was opened by
J. D. Watson, although entitled "Current Concepts of the Fine Structure
of the Chromosome and the Nature of the Coding Mechanisms," was
in reality an evaluation of current knowledge regarding the physical
structure of DNA. In the concluding minutes, some attempt was made,
without notable success, to relate this information to chromosome be-
havior. There is a brief but valuable summary by Joshua Lederberg, point-
ing out the pitfalls involved in current laboratory manipulations of
DNA and suggesting areas in which more research is urgently needed
to clairfy the relationships between cytogenetic phenomena and the physical
and chemical characteristics of DNA.
The second session, "The Genetic Control of Protein Structure," was
led by V. M. Ingram. Speculations regarding the coding mechanism and
protein structure were discussed in considerable detail by several par-
ticipants in terms of current research on intermediate steps in protein
synthesis, the structure and characteristics of normal and inherited variants
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of human hemoglobins and haptoglobins, and various microbial enzyme
systems. There is also a succinct discussion by Levinthal of current alpha-
betical models of the coding system.
Mechanisms which regulate the activity of proteins produced through
the series of events postulated by the dogma were considered by S.
Spiegelman in the final session "Factors Modulating the Biochemical Ex-
pression of Genetic Systems." Of the four control mechanisms suggested,
three, that is, feedback inhibition, feedback repression, and enzymatic
induction, have been experimentally demonstrated; the fourth, control of
the number of protein synthesizing machines, is hypothetical at present.
The considerable contributions that have been made by the work in
microbial genetics on one hand, and in human biochemical genetics on the
other, contributions to our knowledge of the relationship between gene
structure and protein structure, were emphasized throughout the Con-
ference. It is also apparent from this Conference that great gaps still
exist between that which is known of the physical and chemical nature of
the hereditary material and the observed facts of chromosome behavior.
Although this small book betrays, in varying measure, a lack of unity,
emphasis, and coherence, such flaws which are inherent to the direct
transcription of informal discussions, it also has the charm of unexpected
flashes of wit, unconscious humor, and the occasional disclosure of the
human side of some eminent scientists. Geneticists and cytologists will
find much that is of great interest in this book, and the two final chapters
should be thoughtfully perused by any biologist interested in cellular
mechanisms underlying basic development phenomena.
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